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ABSTRACT: The notion of intertextuality emphasized that all literary texts are related to or influenced by the 

texts prior them. However in some cases the intertextual relation between the former and the later text is 

specifically intentional. This specific intertextual relationship is the one that Gerad Genette called 

hypertextuality, which although like all intertextual relationships is depended on the relation between two 

concepts of the later text, hypertext and the earlier one, hypotext, pays special attention to the intentionality of 

the intertextual relationship. Being sensible toward this sort of deliberate relationships that the author of a 

hypertext crated in his/her work is one of the essentialities of translation practices. It seems that in some of the 

recent English translations of Rumi’s poetry the noted sensitivity on the hypertextual relationships was totally 

neglected and caused the text to be located in a different context. This article by shedding light on the concept of 

intertextual relationship between Rumi’s Masnavi and Quran, aimed to demonstrate the real context of Rumi’s 

poetry to those Rumi’s audiences who read his poetry in another language other than Persian. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
                 Jalal al-Din Muhammad Balkhi (1207-1273), known as Rumi in the west, was one the most eminent 

Sufi‟s and literary figures of Iran, who set his Islamic mystical teachings in the mold of poetry. Rumi created 

three books, which two of them are poetry and one is prose. Among his poetry books, Masvai e Manavi, in short 

is known as Masnavi, has a greater connection with Quran and Islamic teachings. Although Rumi and his poetry 

was respected in Middle East for about eight hundred years, in recent decades an extraordinary wave of attention 

towards Rumi‟s poetry created in the west (1). The speed of this wave was in a manner that in 1997 Christian 

Science Monitor published a cover article announcing Rumi as the bestseller poet in America (2). However, in 

recent years different scholars discussed about recontextualization of Rumi‟s poetry in contemporary English 

translations of his poetry, and repeatedly claimed that in most of these translations the connection of Rumi‟s 

poetry with Islamic teachings and tradition was cut (3; 4; 5). Yet, little effort was made to clarify the concept of 

relationship between Rumi‟s poetry and Islamic tradition. The objective of this article is to review the 

intertextual relation between Rumi‟s poetry and Quran verses and clarify Rumi‟s approach in creating an 

hypertext of Quran in his Masnavi. Indeed highlighting this relationship can help the readers as well as the 

analysts of translations of Rumi‟s poetry to realize how artistically Rumi combined the concept of Quran verses 

with the stories and restated them in the poetry form.  

                To follow the objective of the study and to illustrate the intertextual relationship between Masnavi and 

Quran, the Islamic motifs of Rumi‟s Poetry, were examined by comparing them with the parallel verses of 

Quran. In this regard, the focus is on the concept of hypertextuality that Genette (6) introduced. The particularity 

of the concept of hypertextuality over the intertextuality is merely on the intentionality of the process of writing 

the hypertext (6). In another word, the author of a hypertext, consciously applied the hypertextuality as a form of 

literature to create an intentional relation between his work and the hypotext and as a result form an inter-text. 

The whole concept of hypertextuality runs based on the reader‟s background of the hypotext (7). To be more 

specific, when potential readers have the background knowledge of the hypotext and can easily comprehend the 

intended relation between hypotext and hypertext, the author achieved his/her goal of the hypertextuality. This 

theory works well in case of Rumi‟s poetry and the potential readers who were Persian Muslims. The link that 

Rumi‟s intentionally created between his Masnavi and Quran was two fold: from one hand Rumi applied poetry 

as an instrument to make the Islamic teachings more tangible for the public, and from the other hand, by having 

the majority of Muslims audiences Rumi was sure that they will realize the Islamic teachings between the lines. 

Both perspectives and the lateral in particular were based on the reader‟s knowledge of the hypotext and realizing 

the relationship of the hypertext and hypotext, and because of the presence of this knowledge Rumi‟s deliberate 

hypertext worked extremely successful in its context. However before going further to analysis of Rumi‟s poetry 

and its relationship with Quran, providing a brief review of the literature of intertextuality seems essential.  
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II. NTERTEXTUALITY 
  Nowadays the fashionable term intertextuality is heard repeatedly in literary communities, however, it 

may be used or understood differently. Platt (8) simply defined it as a text between other texts. He mentioned that 

the whole definition is depends on the way we interpret the preposition “between”. To Platt (8) both author and 

reader have a very important role in making the intertext visible and communicable. As Chaudhuri (9) mentioned 

intertextuality indicates on deconstruction as well as analysis. A translation draws out from within the work 

something other than itself, other than its original and recognized presence, yet something also within itself, 

something that it indeed is. It reconstitutes and relocates the original more radically than in any other form of 

„afterlife‟; thus it most openly challenges the terms of the source-text‟s being. Neubert and Shreve (10)  

highlighted the role of reader and stated that the reader has a set of implied expectations in mind which can 

analyzed the relationship between a given text and other relevant text encountered in prior experience. They 

believed the concept of intertextuality may be the most important aspect of textuality in global pattern, which the 

reader compares to preexisting cognitive templates abstracted from experience.  

Although the idea of texts being related to one another was introduced by Mikhatil Bakhtin in 1930s in 

literary studies, in exploration of literary genres, the coinage of the term intertextuality is assigned to Julia 

Kristeva in 1980s (11). Kristeva (12) believed each text is built as a variety of quotations, each text is a 

combination and transformation of another. By being a part of the chain which endlessly links past, present and 

future texts together, each individual text simply is considered as an intertext, in another word each text is a 

successor to the past a creation of the present and a connection to the future. Diachronically it connected to 

previous texts and synchronically to all texts that are creating at the moment.  

Indeed, intertextuailty study the notion of source and the originality. From intertextual point of view 

there is no original text (13). Jorge Luis Borges emphasized on such an idea as well, and stated that each viewer 

fabricates his ancestors. Each text can alter our perception of the past that the result will alter our perception of 

the future as well (as cited in 14). He implied that every original work can be considered as a re-creation of a re-

creation, or as Gentzler (14) emphasized a translation of a translation of a translation. This continuous and eternal 

trend easily traps writers or translators in a labyrinth with no access to the real original. To Hatim & Mason (15), 

intertextuality became a big challenge particularly when cultural implications and structures of knowledge are 

integrated into an intertextual reference.  

Besides all noted above, Genette‟s (6) indication of intertextuality had a specific characteristic. 

According to Genette (6), this concept was involved with “any relationship uniting a text B [hypertext] to an 

earlier text A [hypotext], upon which it is grafted in a manner that is not that of commentary” (p. 5). Allen (7) 

specified, what Ganette called the hypotext, is named the inter-text by other scholars, and indicated a text that 

can be surely considered as a main source of signification for a specific text. Gennet‟s main concern was with 

deliberate and self-conscious relationships between texts (7). Moreover, Gennete (6) emphasized that the concept 

hypertextual functions based on the readers‟ knowledge of the hypotext, which the hypertext imitates or 

satirically transformed with the motive of pastiche. Moreover Gennete (6) specified that his main objective was 

merely to study the relational reading of the texts (i.e. the ways that texts are read in relation to each other).  

Considering the concept of intertextuality in general, and hypertextuality in a specific term, reading the 

text sensibly with concern of their relationship to other texts is a key point of comprehending the text precisely, 

specially if reading is for rewriting or translating the text. 

 

III. MASNAVI AND QURAN 
Few books in the history of literature are read and appreciated as Rumi‟s Masnavi. Masnavi 

significantly transcended its own precursors in scope, rank and conception. Evidently Rumi specified on the 

religious nature of Masnavi, as in the very first lines of it indicated: “This is the Book of Masnavi, which is the 

roots of the roots of the roots of Religion, in respect of its unveiling the mysteries of attainment (to the Truth) and 

of certainty, which is the greatest science of God” (as cited in 16).  

When Sheikh Bahaii, described Masnavi as „the Quran in Persian Language‟, he did not meant just 

glorifying the book thoughtlessly and for sure had seen the essence of Quran in it. Masnavi is deeply rooted in 

Islamic philosophy. In it Rumi explicitly referred to the 528 verses from Quran as well as more than 750 

traditions (hadith) related to Prophet Mohammad (16). And when in the Arabic preface of Book One (chapter 

one), Rumi emphasized that one of the main functions of Masnavi is to be an expounder of the Quran, the 

fullness of Quran in all the senses has to be understood. To Rumi, expounding the Quran meant expressing the 

realities that directly revealed to him mystically through the Quran in his own way. This he did in Masnavi, as 

well as the correspondence he made between the Quran and the Masnavi, indicates that Masnavi too requires the 

opening of mystical consciousness to meet with the realities, the “haqiqah”, which are contained therein (16). 
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IV. THE INTERTEXTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MASNAVI AND QURAN 
This section demonstrated 6 examples of the intertextual references that clarify the intertextual 

relationship of Masnavi with Quran. In these examples the intertextual relationship between Rumi‟s poetry and 

verses of Quran were presented. The examples supported the presence of a particular connection between 

Masnavi and Quran. The correspondence between these two can be seen either explicitly or implicitly. Also the 

examples indirectly unveiled the fact that by way of parallel texts, the majority of the recent renderings of 

Masnavi were located in a different context simply by cutting the intertextual link between this book and Quran.  

 To trace the relationship of Masnavi with Quran, 6 tables were drawn in this section, and each one 

contains an example of Masnavi along with a specific verse of Quran. In Massnavi, each poetry line has its 

specific number; therefore, above each table the information about that specific line of Masnavi is provided. To 

make it more tangible the English translation of that piece of poetry as well as the English translation of the 

verses of Quran were provided in the same table. The English translations of Quran were collected from 

translation of Dr. Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din Al-Hilali and Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan (17), who are the most 

notable for their outstanding English translation of Quran (18). Also, English translations of Rumi‟s poetry are 

collected from Reynold Nicholson‟s (19) translation of Masnavi. Nicholson‟s translation of Masnavi is known as 

the most accurate translation of Rumi‟s poetry in English so far. After each table a brief explanation of the 

intertextual relationship between the textual segments was presented. 

 

Table 1: Masnavi, Book I: 81 

 

Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 
Translation 

 

 

(But then), in the midst of the people of Moses, some persons spoke rudely: "Where (are) garlic and 

lentils? 
 دس هیاى قْم هْعی چٌذ کظ          تی ادب گفتٌذ کْ عیش ّ ػذط

    

 هٌقطغ ؽذ ًاى ّ خْاى اص اعواى    هاًذ سًج صسع ّ تیل ّ داعواى
  

 
 

 

 
Quran Reference & its 

English Translation 

 
And (remember) when Musa (Moses) asked for water for his people, We said: “Strike the stone with 

your stick.” Then gushed forth therefrom twelve springs. Each (group of) people knew its own place 

for water. “Eat and drink of that which Allah has provided and do not act corruptly, making mischief 
on the earth.” (Surah 2. Al-Baqarah: V. 61) 

 

ّ اٍر قُلتُن یا هْعی لي ًصثش ػلی طؼام ّاحذ فادع هٌا ستک یخشج لٌا هوا تٌثت االسض هي تقلِا ّ فْهِا ّ ػذعِا ّ تصلِا قال 

اتغتثذّى الزی ُْادًی تالذی ُْ خیش اُثطْاهصشا فاى لکن هاعألتن ّ ضشتت ػلیِن الزلَء ّ الوغکٌَء ّ تاؤا تغضة هي هللا رلک 

(۶۱تقشٍ  ـ )تاًِن کاًْا یکفشّى تایات هللا ّ یقتلْى الٌثیي تغیش الحق رلک توا ػصْا ّ کاًْا یؼتذّى   

 

            Verse 61 of the second surah of Quran, told the story of Moses and the way that with Divine help he 

provided food and water for his people. The story mentioned that after a while his people wanting more merits 

treated him disrespectfully. Rumi as a skillful storyteller, to attract the readers, retold the same story in more 

detailed way. He mentioned that some people from Moses tribe rudely asked him for more garlic and lentils. 

Here the trace of Quran story can be seen obviously in Rumi‟s poetry. 

 

Table 2: Masnavi, Book I: 865 

 

 
Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 

Translation 

 
And Abraham from fire felt no alarm- God‟s chosen prophet bonfires couldn‟t harm 

 

 آتؼ  اتشاُین سا دًذاى ًضد         چْى گضیذٍ حق تْد چًْؼ گضد  

 

Quran Reference & its 

English Translation 

 

We (Allah) said: “O fire! Be you coolness and safety for Ibrahim (Abraham)!” (Surah 21. Al-

Anbiya, V. 69) 
(۶۹االًثیاء ـ  )قلٌا یا سکًْی تشدا ّ عالها ػلی اتشاُین   

 

             Another example of Quran stories in Rumi‟s Masnavi is the story of cooling the fire on Abraham when 

Pharaoh tried to burn him. Rumi retold the story in a very poetic manner and expressed that God ordered fire to 

did not harmed Abraham, as he was the one that God had chosen. How fire could harm God‟s chosen one?  
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Table 3: Masnavi, Book II: 792 

 

 
Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 

Translation 

 

Prophet-rejecters were their own worst foes: Upon themselves they thus inflicted blows. 
 

 دؽوي خْد تْدٍ اًذ آى هٌکشاى        صخن تش خْد هیضدًذ ایؾاى چٌاى
 

 

Quran Reference & its 

English Translation 

 

…and they not wrong us but they wronged themselves 

(۵۷الثقشٍ ـ )ّ ها ظلوًْا ّلکي کاًْا اًفغِن یظلوْى ...   

 

These pieces of poetry like the rest of the examples indicated in the relationship between Rumi‟s poetry in 

Masnavi and verses of Quran. Rumi in these lines repeated a statement from verse 57 of Baghareh Surah, which 

said by rejecting God the people do not harm God but directly harm themselves. 

 

Table 4: Masnavi, Book IV: 3663 

 

Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 

Translation 
 

 

O thou that hast torn the coat of (many) Josephs, thou wilt arise from this heavy slumber (in the 

form of) a wolf. 

 

 ای دسیذٍ پْعتیي یْعفاى            گشگ تشخیضی اص ایي خْاب گشاى
 

 
Quran Reference & its 

English Translation 

 
They said: “O our father! We went racing with one another, and left Yusuf (Joseph) by our 

belongings and a wolf devoured him … (Surah 12. Yusuf, V. 17) 

(۱۷یْعف  ـ  )... قالْا یا اتاًا رُثٌا ًغثق ّ تشکٌا یْعف ػٌذ هتاػٌا فاکلَ رًة   

 

 Verse 12 of Yusuf Surah is another example of Quran verse which trace of it can be seen in Rumi‟s 

poetry. This verse explained how Joseph‟s brothers after throwing him into a well, came back to their father with 

a tore coat of Joseph and claimed a wolf attack them and devoured Joseph. Rumi used the elements of this story 

(tearing Joseph‟s coat and the wolf) as metaphor in his poetry to convey a meaning.  

 

Table 5: Masnavi, Book V: 1233 

 
 

 

 
Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 

Translation 
 

 
Have not you read (the words) We have given thee Kawthar? Why, then are you dry and why have 

you remained thirsty? 

Or perchance you are (like) Pharaoh, and for you Kawthar, like the Nile, has turned to blood and 
(become) impure, O sick man. 

 

 ًَ تْ اػطیٌاک کْثش خْاًذٍ ای؟         پظ چشا خؾکی ّ تؾٌَ هاًذٍ ای؟

 

 یا هگش فشػًْی ّ کْثش چْ ًیل          تش تْ خْى گؾتَ عت ّ ًاخْػ ای ػلیل

 

 
 

 

 
Quran Reference & its 

English Translation 

 

Verily, We have granted you (O Muhammad صلی هللا ػلیَ ّ علن) Al-Kauthar (a river in Paradise). 

(Surah 108. Al-Kauthar, V. 1) 

(۱کْثش ـ)اًا اػطیٌاک الکْثش   
 

And (remember) when We separated the sea for you and saved you and drowned Fir„aun‟s (Pharaoh) 
people while you were looking (at them, when the sea-water covered them). (Surah 2. Al-Baqarah, 

V. 50) 

 

(۵۰تقشٍ ـ )ّ ار فشقٌا تکن الثحش فاًجیٌاکن ّ اغشقٌا آل فشػْى ّ اًتن تٌظشّى   

 

 
And Verily, you (O Muhammad ) are on an exalted (standard of) character. (Sueah 68. Al-Qalam, V. 

4) 
(۴قلن ـ )ّاًک لؼلی خلق ػظین   

 

 

               In the above example, Rumi referred to two different Quran verses. First he not only mentioned Surah 

of Kawthar, but also he quoted the first Arabic expression of this Surah: “اػطیٌاک کْثش”, which means “We have 

given you Kawthar”. Moreover, Rumi denoted the Pharaoh‟s story, who drowned in river Nile while trying to 

cross it. 
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Table 6: Masnavi, Book VI: 2082 

 

 
Original Persian Poetry 

& its English 

Translation 
 

 

If anyone puffs at God‟s candle, how should the candle be extinguished? His jaws and nose will be 
burnt. 

 

 

 ُش کَ تش ؽوغ خذا آسد پفْ         ؽوغ کی هیشد تغْصد پْص اّ

 
 

 
 

Quran Reference & its 
English Translation 

 
They (the disbelievers, the Jews and Christians) want to extinguish Allah‟s light (with which 

Muhammad صلی هللا ػلیَ ّ علن has been sent – Islamic Monotheism) with their mouth… 

 

(۳۲تْتَ ـ )... یشیذّى آى یطفإا ًْس هللا تافشاُِن   
 

 

             The above Quran verse specified that in early era of spreading Islam, those unbelievers who tried to 

extinguish God‟s light, were unsuccessful and instead of extinguishing that light they just burnt their mouth. The 

very same expression can be seen in Rumi‟s poetry, he charmingly illustrated God‟s light as God‟s candle and 

said nobody can extinguish this candle, and if someone does so, he just will burn his mouth. Therefore, the above 

example like the previous ones indicated on the tight relation between Quran and Masnavi. 

            Summing up the above examples, Rumi used the poetry as a vehicle to transfer the Islamic teachings of 

Quran into Persian language. The number of references of Quran in Masnavi is substantial, as indicated earlier, 

Safavi and Weightman (16) estimated 528 direct quotations from Quran in Masnavi and emphasized on the 

presence of many less obvious references from Quran.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
The study of intertextual relationship of Masnavi with Quran illustrated a deep connection between these 

two texts. Referring to this finding, and considering the close relationship of a text and its translation, it is 

presumed that English translations of Masnavi should signify an intertextual relationship with Quran, but the 

reality about some of the recent English translations of Rumi‟s poetry reveals an opposite trend. To be specific, 

directing to the concepts of content and form in translation, the intertextual relationship between a translation and 

its original should be extremely tight. This fundamental fact is the point that some of the latest translators of 

Rumi‟s Masnavi either completely neglected or deliberately denied. The importance of this relation enhances 

when the author intentionally formed the intertextual relationship between the later and the former texts, the 

concept that Genette called it hypertextuality. Indeed paying attention to hypertextuality with a special focus on 

relational reading (the deliberate relation between the texts) can be considered as a valuable approach for Rumi 

scholars and critics as well as translators of Rumi‟s works, who specifically need to have a precise reading of 

these multilayer and ideologically loaded texts. To sum up the study of probable hypertextual relationship of the 

original text with its prior texts can be considered as a focal translating tactic to prevent incorrect readings of the 

text and as a result locating a translation in an incorrect context. Therefore, translator‟s sensibility in observing 

the noted intertextual/hypertextual correlations is a requirement.  
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